Programme Day One Tuesday 24 February 2015
8.30am

Coffee/tea and Registrations Open ROOM: PFA & KINGSTON 2

9.00am

Mihi Whakatau - Welcome ROOM: HOBSON

9.15am

Keynote: Why are we so on Edge? – Working at the edge can be a positive and a negative thing. As
organisations with missions to make the world a better place we need to be pushing envelopes. But as
the world changes around us it can cause us to get into unknown territory that challenges our skills our
models and our world view. How can we do this and stay effective and sane! Shaun Robinson, NZ Aids
Foundation ROOM: HOBSON

9.50am

Keynote - Risk as Strategic Advantage - or Business Not As Usual? - Steven Bowman, Conscious
Governance ROOM: HOBSON

10.40am
11.10am

Networking break, morning tea provided ROOM: PFA & KINGSTON 2
Workshops Session 1, please choose one of the following four:
1. What Young People Respond To – Sam Judd, Sustainable Coastlines ROOM: EXECUTIVE 4
2. Reaching Further Quicker – the power of social media for NFPs - Joe Rich, NZ Aids Foundation
ROOM: KINGSTON 3

3. How to develop your strategic plan in a way that is concise, completed in one day, and moves
from planning strategically to working strategically - Steven Bowman, Conscious Governance
ROOM: HOBSON

Friendraising not fundraising- understanding leverage potential through stakeholder
relationships, exploring a stakeholder mapping tool, identifying where to invest your time and
energy and doing more with less in the NFP tradition - Sandy Thompson, Unitec ROOM: EXECUTIVE 3
12.25pm Networking break, lunch provided
1.15pm Workshops Session 2, please choose one of the following four:
1. What Young People Respond To – Sam Judd, Sustainable Coastlines ROOM: EXECUTIVE 4
2. Reaching Further Quicker – the power of social media for NFPs - Joe Rich, NZ Aids Foundation
4.

ROOM: KINGSTON 3

3. How to develop your strategic plan in a way that is concise, completed in one day, and moves
from planning strategically to working strategically - Steven Bowman, Conscious Governance
ROOM: HOBSON

2.30pm
3.00pm

4. Friendraising not fundraising- understanding leverage potential through stakeholder
relationships, exploring a stakeholder mapping tool, identifying where to invest your time and
energy and doing more with less in the NFP tradition - Sandy Thompson, Unitec ROOM: EXECUTIVE 3
Networking break, afternoon tea provided ROOM: PFA & KINGSTON 2
NZ Transformative Case Studies
The Te Aro Health Centre Trust Transformation - Darryl Carpenter, Trustee and Chair, Te Aro Health
Centre Trust ROOM: HOBSON
Taking your NFP to the Next Level - More than Survival. Karen Covell, CEO, Progress to Health
ROOM: HOBSON

4.20pm

Review by chair ROOM: HOBSON

4.30pm

BONUS PRESENTATION: Data Driven Fundraising in the Age of Social Media – Tony Lindsay, Vega
ROOM: HOBSON

4.50pm

Networking break, drinks and nibbles provided – Hosted by Grant Thornton NZ ROOM: PFA & KINGSTON 2
For more information and to book: www.nfpconference.co.nz
Grow Ltd reserves the right to make changes to this event. Please check the website for the latest programme.

Programme Day Two Wednesday 25 February 2015
9.00am
9.10am

Welcome ROOM: HOBSON
Keynote: NFP's and the impact of social media - Increasingly social media is making its presence felt
across many aspects of our lives but how are the best NFP's using it as a tool for connecting with clients,
communities and supporters. Brent Kennerley and Barry Baker, Grant Thornton NZ ROOM: HOBSON

9.40

Case Study: Nga Rangatahi Toa – A kaupapa driven mission to provide supported access to the creative
arts in Auckland. Sarah Longbottom, Founder and Creative Director, Nga Rangatahi Toa ROOM: HOBSON

10.10am

Keynote: Leading The Change - How successful NFP Leaders successfully juggle the competing interests
and deliver great outcomes. Shaun Robinson, NZ Aids Foundation ROOM: HOBSON

10.40am

Networking break, morning tea provided ROOM: PFA & KINGSTON 2

11.10am

Workshops Session 3, please choose one of the following four:
1. Creating a Conscious Board - A Conscious Non Profit Board is one where individuals on the
Board have chosen to be aware and conscious, where they truly understand the role of the
Board and their role as Board members, where they are continually looking at what else is
possible in skills and knowledge, personal awareness and conscious leadership, and where they
embrace self-evaluation and Board performance evaluation. Steven Bowman, Conscious
Governance ROOM: HOBSON
2. Managing Stakeholder Interests. NGOs have a wide range of stakeholders – groups and
individuals who have an interest in and influence over the work of the organisation. Many of
these stakeholders are very passionate about their views and interests in what the NGO does.
All too often the response to these stakeholders turns into fire-fighting rather than a
considered approach to gaining value from stakeholder relationships. This workshop will
provide a useful tool to help managers and leaders identify and prioritise the interests of
stakeholders in order to develop a planned response for gaining value from these relationships.
Simon Martin, Lecturer, Auckland University of Technology ROOM: KINGSTON 3
3. An Investment in You: Creating Meaningful Goals and Development Plans. Is your
development plan helping you achieve what you want, or is it a piece of paper gathering dust?
Development plans are most valuable when we have a set of personally relevant goals that we
can achieve by using our strengths. This workshop will provide you with useful tools and tips
for creating meaningful goals, and development plans to achieve them. You will use a model
to take a holistic view of life and work to set your own goals and uncover what work / life
choices mean for you. The practical tools covered in this workshop can be applied in the
workplace to engage employees in development planning. Lillian Richmond, Unlimited Talent
ROOM: EXECUTIVE 4

4. Leaders as coaches – This practical workshop will help you lead your people and your
organisation to greater success by coaching not telling. It will explore the coaching mindset,
provide you with simple yet high impact tools and skills for coaching conversations and look at
how coaching can support teams and individuals – including leaders - to sustain themselves
over the long haul. You get to walk away with 2 handy tools to use immediately in a wide range
of leadership conversations. Aly McNicoll, The NZ Coaching and Mentoring Centre. ROOM:
EXECUTIVE 3

For more information and to book: www.nfpconference.co.nz
Grow Ltd reserves the right to make changes to this event. Please check the website for the latest programme.

12.25pm Networking break, lunch provided
1.10pm

Workshops Session 4, please choose one of the following four:
1. Creating a Conscious Board - A Conscious Non Profit Board is one where individuals on the
Board have chosen to be aware and conscious, where they truly understand the role of the
Board and their role as Board members, where they are continually looking at what else is
possible in skills and knowledge, personal awareness and conscious leadership, and where they
embrace self-evaluation and Board performance evaluation. Steven Bowman, Conscious
Governance ROOM: HOBSON
2. Managing Stakeholder Interests. NGOs have a wide range of stakeholders – groups and
individuals who have an interest in and influence over the work of the organisation. Many of
these stakeholders are very passionate about their views and interests in what the NGO does.
All too often the response to these stakeholders turns into fire-fighting rather than a
considered approach to gaining value from stakeholder relationships. This workshop will
provide a useful tool to help managers and leaders identify and prioritise the interests of
stakeholders in order to develop a planned response for gaining value from these relationships.
Simon Martin, Lecturer, Auckland University of Technology ROOM: KINGSTON 3
3. An Investment in You: Creating Meaningful Goals and Development Plans. Is your
development plan helping you achieve what you want, or is it a piece of paper gathering dust?
Development plans are most valuable when we have a set of personally relevant goals that we
can achieve by using our strengths. This workshop will provide you with useful tools and tips
for creating meaningful goals, and development plans to achieve them. You will use a model
to take a holistic view of life and work to set your own goals and uncover what work / life
choices mean for you. The practical tools covered in this workshop can be applied in the
workplace to engage employees in development planning. Lillian Richmond, Unlimited Talent
ROOM: EXECUTIVE 4

4. Leaders as coaches – This practical workshop will help you lead your people and your
organisation to greater success by coaching not telling. It will explore the coaching mindset,
provide you with simple yet high impact tools and skills for coaching conversations and look at
how coaching can support teams and individuals – including leaders - to sustain themselves
over the long haul. You get to walk away with 2 handy tools to use immediately in a wide range
of leadership conversations. Aly McNicoll, The NZ Coaching and Mentoring Centre. ROOM:
EXECUTIVE 3

2.25pm

Networking break, afternoon tea provided ROOM: PFA & KINGSTON 2

2.45pm

Understanding Our Futures - New Zealand's changing demography and how this will impact on policy
and service delivery. Len Cook, Past Government Statistician, New Zealand and United Kingdom
ROOM: HOBSON

3.30pm

Review and Karakia ROOM: HOBSON

For more information and to book: www.nfpconference.co.nz
Grow Ltd reserves the right to make changes to this event. Please check the website for the latest programme.

